We explore strategies for probing Hidden Valley scenarios exhibiting confinement. Such scenarios lead to a multiplicity of light hidden hadrons from showering processes. Their decays are typically soft and displaced, making them challenging to probe with traditional LHC searches. We show the low trigger thresholds and excellent track and vertex reconstruction at LHCb provide an ideal environment to search for such signals -in both muonic and hadronic channels. We also explore the potential of ATLAS/CMS and discuss modifications to present searches that might make these experiments competitive with the LHCb reach. Our proposed searches can probe Z models with dominant decays to dark sectors as well as exotic Higgs boson decays in Twin Higgs models.
To ensure no physics remains hidden, experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) must search for a wide a variety of phenomena beyond the Standard Model (SM). At present, most searches focus on signatures with energetic particles emerging from a primary vertex or with large missing energy. However, several well-motivated scenarios possess novel decay signatures that are challenging for such traditional LHC searches, motivating new search strategies. We study such strategies for Hidden Valley (HV) scenarios [1] , which produce soft and displaced objects with small missing energy.
HV scenarios consist of a sector with light (e.g. GeV scale) degrees of freedom connected to the SM sector only via massive particles. This effectively forms a barrier between the sectors. The hidden sector may confine via a non-abelian gauge symmetry a la SM QCD, with a model-dependent mass spectrum. An approximate chiral symmetry spontaneously broken by hidden sector confinement leads to light hidden pions, π v ; otherwise, the lightest hidden degrees of freedom may be hadrons with masses comparable to or even heavier than the hidden confinement scale Λ v , as in e.g. Fraternal Twin Higgs models [2] . After parton production, showering and hadronization (SH) in the hidden sector produces many hadrons, each much softer than the total energy in the process. Hadron multiplicity can range from a few in the absence of light quarks to O(1000) [3] for a long showering window with large 't Hooft coupling. In this letter we focus on searches for theories averaging O(10) hadrons per event, and hadron lifetimes long enough to give rise to displaced vertices (DV) at the LHC. Complementary strategies that instead use kinematic information in such dark showers are discussed in [4, 5] .
At LHCb, planned upgrades will remove hardwarelevel triggers entirely, dramatically improving search flexibility. Furthermore, excellent vertex reconstruction, invariant mass resolution, and particle identification make LHCb an ideal detector for exotic soft long-lived particles. Previous HV searches at LHCb [6, 7] focused on final states with only two hard π v and are not optimal for a larger hadron multiplicity. Our proposed searches instead have similarities with existing LHCb SM searches for
Although stringent trigger requirements and potentially significant backgrounds make HV searches at AT-LAS/CMS challenging, these experiments enjoy ∼ 20× the luminosity and ∼ 10× the angular coverage of LHCb. Specialized triggers for displaced decays of long-lived particles exist (e.g. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ), but are limited in efficiency and scope. We study the efficacy of various existing AT-LAS/CMS searches for HV scenarios and mention possible modifications to improve their reach.
SETUP
We consider a heavy U (1) gauge boson Z p with gauge coupling g v , coupled simultaneously to both SM quarks q and HV quarks q v with U (1) charges
, as might be expected if the SM coupling is induced via kinetic mixing [15] , the Z p primarily decays to the hidden sector; this also alleviates bounds from direct Z p searches in leptonic channels [16] . Although the q v are energetic, SH processes produce multiple hidden sector hadrons, each substantially less energetic than the partons. For concreteness, we assume the low energy HV spectrum possesses two approximately mass degenerate hadrons: a composite vector boson ω v and a pseudo-scalar η v , 1 which decay into SM states. We treat the ω v lifetime, which depends on the possible presence of additional mediators, as a free parameter. We concentrate on scenarios where the probability to decay within the detector is non-negligible. Chiral suppression gives the η v a longer lifetime, and we assume they escape the detector.
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The process of interest is:
We assume 3/4 of the light mesons are ω v , as expected from considering the spin degrees of freedom. Exotic decays of the Higgs boson to HV particles [7, 17] give similar final states:
We will study this process in a variation of the Twin Higgs (TH) model (see next section). Showering and hadronization (SH) processes in the hidden sector govern the average number and kinematics of the hidden hadrons produced. We implement SH processes using a modified version of the Pythia 8.1 Hidden Valley implementation [18] , as described in Ref. [19] . 3 To test the robustness of our results, we compare with results obtained from a simplified analytical procedure using the Quark-combination model (QCM) [21] [22] [23] [24] with the Longitudinal phase space approximation (LPSA) [25, 26] . While different approaches give different average meson multiplicity N v ≡ N ωv+ηv , once N v is fixed we find similar kinematic distributions of mesons. Thus we treat N v as a free parameter. These different schemes then give comparable results (see Fig. 1 ). With this setup, we discuss a variety of search strategies for (i) hidden hadron decay to muon pairs, and (ii) decays to hadrons via heavy quarks, at both LHCb and ATLAS/CMS.
DI-MUON CHANNEL LHCb Strategies
Displaced muon pair searches at LHCb are discussed in [8, 27] . The dark photon search strategy of Ref. [27] is directly applicable to our scenario. We apply their selection criteria from the post-module displaced search: 1 Such a spectrum can be realized in models with one light quark. 2 If the ωv lifetime is somewhat shorter than considered, the signals discussed here might instead be applicable to ηv decays. 3 We have checked this gives results consistent with the latest Pythia version [20] , which incorporates running effects. 4 Since we focus on long-lived hidden hadrons, we do not study pre-module event selections.
• ≥ 1 DV with transverse displacement T ∈ [6, 22] mm.
• η(ω v ) ∈ [2, 5] , each vertex contains two oppositesign muons with η(µ ± ) ∈ [2, 5] .
These requirements ensure that the DV is well-separated from the beamline and that the two muons can be reconstructed as tracks in the Vertex Locator (VELO) with muon identification efficiency ε 2 µ ≈ 0.5. The transverse displacement and η requirements effectively impose a cut on the longitudinal displacement, forcing the decay to occur within the VELO. Fig. 1 (left panel) presents LHCb sensitivity to the Z p model (Eq. (2)) with 15 fb −1 data for 10 ≤ N v ≤ 30, shown as the width of the band. We adopt the background ≈ 25 events per mass bin from [27] . Results from Pythia and the QCM+LPSA method are shown to illustrate the scheme-independence of our results. We show results for different hidden hadron masses in red (m ωv =0.3 GeV) and blue (m ωv =0.6 GeV). We also display the reach requiring two DV, assuming a backgroundfree search. For context, we show the cross section of a Z p with a photon-like coupling suppressed by = 0.02. [2, 28] , with the hierarchiesΛ QCD < mĉ mŝ < mÂ < mb ml ,ν < mt in the twin sector. We focus on decays into twin b quarks, gg → h →bb, 5 with subsequent decaysb →ĉcŝ. This eventually produces twinω/η, predominantly comprised of the light flavor, which can decay asω → µ + µ − due to a kinetic mixing between the SM and twin photons. The reach is denoted by the green curve. Although the light twin mesons are primarily produced via heavy twin B meson decays (rather than SH processes), the multiplicity is low and the kinematic distributions are similar, resulting in a curve differing only slightly from the orange band. The prediction in the Twin Higgs scenario outlined above (green line) 7 demonstrates LHCb's ability to probe such models for proper decay length cτω ∼ < 1 m, which can be related to model parameters 5 We ignore comparable decays into twin leptons, which can be invisible or produce similar signals via τ → ν +hidden hadron. 6 Such mixing can be induced by exotic fermions in UV-complete TH models [29, 30] . We also assume the hidden U (1) is broken, and there is no symmetry preventing the decay of mesons likecs. 7 Higgs boson branching ratios also depend on the ratio of the twin sector vev f to the SM vev v; we take f /v = 4, consistent with existing constraints and modest fine-tuning. . Note, the signal is sensitive to the twin sector spectrum; we postpone studies of such variations to future work.
For Z p and Higgs decays, the ω v produced are highly boosted. For decay lengths ∼ > 1 cm, the bounds weaken with increasing lifetime -decays become less likely to occur in the detector. Below ∼ < O(0.1) cm, the post-module search strategy is not optimal for signal selection, hence the bounds deteriorate. Likewise, heavier m ωv results in smaller boosts; for long (short) lifetime, the decay probability inside the detector is larger (smaller).
For the Z p case, for longer lifetimes, cτ ∼ > 10 cm, the acceptance for an individual meson changes by < 50% for 10 ≤ N v ≤ 30; thus the reach is approximately proportional to N v . This behavior can be understood from the softness of the showering process: the distribution of hadrons from SH peaks at low boost, and this part of the distribution is relatively insensitive to N v . The high boost portion has more variation with N v ; however, the requirement that decays occur inside the VELO removes precisely this portion. For sufficiently short decay lengths, even highly boosted particles decay within the detector, resulting in greater sensitivity to N v , with stronger bounds for smaller N v .
ATLAS / CMS searches
We consider three existing triggers. The first, multiple displaced soft muons, is naively the closest fit to our topology. The other two, / E T and a hard displaced muon, can give meaningful bounds despite not exactly matching the signal features. Ordinary multi-lepton searches reject muons with large displacements to remove cosmicray muon background [31] and do not apply. Searches for displaced objects relax such requirements, thus this background can dominate and requires proper treatment.
(i) Multiple displaced soft muons. Ref. [14] used a trimuon trigger for displaced lepton jet (DLJ) searches, selecting events with at least three muon spectrometer (MS) -only tracks with p T > 6 GeV within a ∆R < 0.4 cone. In a HV scenario, this requires at least two hidden hadrons to decay between 4 m < r < 6.5 m within ∆R < 0.4. The analysis required an additional displaced decay with ∆R ≥ 0.4 separation from the ones used for the trigger, with a more inclusive 10 cm < r < 6.5 m. This necessitates the decay of a third hidden hadron. We require p T > 6 GeV for each muon. For the reconstruction efficiency of a muon pair from hidden hadron decay, we adopt the value of 0.4 reported in the analogous CMS displaced muon search [32] for the decay of a 150 GeV particle, although a lower efficiency may be expected for softer muons. To estimate background, which may be dominantly from cosmic muons, we rescale the background from [14] to 300 fb −1 , optimistically assuming systematic uncertainties improve as √ N . The corresponding reach curve (Fig. 2, 2 DLJ -brown band) is worse than that from LHCb (blue band, corresponding to the red band of Fig. 1) . One possibility to reduce the background is to require yet another displaced vertex with the looser r cut and ∆R ≥ 0.4 from the initial DLJs. For lifetimes such that displaced hadron decays within the detector are likely, this search (3 DLJ -green band) can be competitive with LHCb assuming negligible background. Requiring too many hidden hadrons to decay within a small region of the detector hurts signal acceptance. Relaxing this by, e.g., including the inner detector for the tri-muon trigger could improve the reach dramatically.
(ii) / E T trigger. For long lifetimes, most hidden hadrons escape the detector without decaying and con- tribute to missing energy, 8 motivating a search for / E T in combination with soft (displaced) muons. An AT-LAS / E T +DV search [13] triggered on events with / E T , then further (at the analysis level) required a hard muon (p T > 55 GeV). To optimize for our signal, we relax the / E T down to the trigger requirement [35] . We then relax the muon p T cut, demanding instead two dimuon DVs:
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• / E T ≥ 110 GeV.
• Reconstruct ≥ 2 DVs, each with T ∈ [1, 30] cm.
• Each muon has p T > 10 GeV.
The DV T requirement ensures they are inside the silicon detector (before the transition radiation tracker) in order to reconstruct the muon track in the tracker. With a displaced vertex reconstruction efficiency of 0.4 and an optimistic assumption that the search is background-free, the corresponding reach is shown in Fig. 2 (orange band), which is weaker than our LHCb projection.
(iii) Hard displaced muon. Following the analysis in [13] , we require:
• ≥ 1 reconstructed DV, each with T ∈ [1, 30] cm. 8 Here we define / E T as the opposite of the vector sum of all wellconstructed objects. We do not include the (displaced) muons in this category. With this choice, our / E T definition should align with that in [33, 34] . 9 The idea of using multiple displaced vertices in similar scenarios was also discussed in Ref. [36] .
• ≥ 1 muon with p T ≥ 55 GeV and transverse impact factor > 1.5 mm, and p T > 10 GeV for the other displaced muon from this vertex.
For light hidden hadrons, the DV invariant mass cut imposed in [13] must be removed. There are already O(1) background events in the low invariant mass region in this 8 TeV, 20.3/fb search (see Fig. 9 in Ref. [13] ); the precise number is difficult to estimate since the dominant background is likely combinatoric in nature. Regardless, this search has a slightly weaker projected reach than LHCb even when assumed to be background-free (Fig. 2, purple  band) . We expect the sensitivity to significantly improve if the stringent p T (µ) cut, detrimental for the generically soft hidden hadrons from SH processes, could be relaxed while maintaining low background.
HEAVY FLAVOR DECAY CHANNELS
We focus on the cc channel and comment on the bb channel later.
LHCb Strategies
For hidden hadron decays to cc, subsequent SM hadronization often produces two
The non-negligible lifetimes of charmed hadrons creates an additional separation between the DV from the two D meson decays, resulting in two vertices with large separation from the primary vertex and a small but significant separation from each other. Resolving the secondary vertices should be straightforward as the position resolution in the VELO is O(10)µm while a D meson has proper decay length O(100)µm. We do not explicitly impose a minimum separation requirement between the two vertices, but note this could be implemented as an additional powerful handle to reject background if necessary. Several strategies to identify D mesons at LHCb exist; some do not require the D meson to be fully reconstructed [37] . Given the sizable probability for a single D meson decay to create three or more charged tracks that can be well-reconstructed in the VELO, we consider the following increasingly inclusive search strategies:
• Two nearby reconstructed displaced D mesons.
(2D)
• One displaced reconstructed D meson and one DV with ≥ 3 charged tracks nearby. (1D1V)
• Two DV, each with ≥ 3 charged tracks, near each other.
When reconstructing a D meson, we focus on decay channels containing only charged particles:
A well-defined track is required to have p T > 0.1 GeV and hit at least three disks in the VELO; with these, we expect good track reconstruction resolution despite the displacement from the primary vertex. To retain ∼ 90% of the signal while rejecting cosmic rays and combinatoric background, we impose varying maximum displacement requirements. For 2D events, the boost factor for each D meson is known, and we require The background is expected to come dominantly from combinatorics [9] , necessitating a detailed detector simulation. Since this is beyond the scope of this paper, we instead present our results in Fig. 3 assuming 0, 100 background events with 15 fb −1 data. The limits degrade with increasing lifetime because the decay particles are more likely to escape the VELO without leaving a sufficient number of hits. The limits also degrade at shorter decay lengths (analogous to Figures 1, 2 ), but we do not plot this region as SM backgrounds are expected to become important for displacement ∼ < O (cm).
ATLAS / CMS searches
An ATLAS search for long-lived hadronic decays [10] , targeting HV Z p and stealth supersymmetry models, applies two different triggers: jet+/ E T , and a Muon Region of Interest (RoI) cluster trigger. Post trigger, both require ≥ 2 DV at the analysis level. Two types of DV are considered: an inner detector (ID) vertex, covering 5 cm < r < 30 cm, or an MS vertex, covering the region between the outer edge of the hadronic calorimeter and the middle station of the muon chambers, 4 m < r < 6.5 m. The jet+/ E T trigger requires a leading jet with p T > 120 GeV, / E T > 200 GeV, and ≥ 7 charged tracks in each DV. Given the small probability of getting ≥ 7 tracks in our scenarios (see BR into 3-prong and 4-prong topologies listed earlier), this trigger is not optimal for our signal.
In the Muon RoI cluster triggered events, ≥ 5 charged tracks are required at each DV. Triggering the signal requires ≥ 3 tracks with p T > 10 GeV from the MS vertices. We estimate bounds for both two MS displaced decays or one MS vertex and one ID vertex in Fig. 3 , rescaling the background in [10] to 300 fb −1 . While this extension naively appears weaker than the LHCb reach, further optimization might yield improvement. For instance, the number of charged tracks required in Ref. [10] was optimized for specific benchmark models and may not be ideal for all scenarios. Requiring more displaced vertices, however, does not appear promising: while this may eliminate background, we find that the signal efficiency is such that the reach worsens.
The above analyses can be repeated without major modifications for the bb channel as the decay of a B meson is very likely to produce a D meson. At LHCb, more detailed B meson reconstruction will likely allow further background rejection, leading to comparable or potentially better reach than the cc channel. At AT-LAS/CMS, a greater number of tracks in bb decay favors the ≥ 7 charged tracks requirement but reduces the p T of each track, resulting in worse reach than the cc channel (Fig. 3, brown curves) . The relative sensitivity to the cc and bb channels depends on m Zp as well as N ωv .
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that LHCb provides an ideal environment to search for decays of soft long-lived particles in dimuon and heavy flavor channels as realized in confining Hidden Valley scenarios, with good reach for Z p models and a realization of the Twin Higgs model. Projections for current ATLAS/CMS strategies appear comparatively worse, as even the displaced searches often require energetic final state particles or large missing energy, which are inefficient for HV searches. Our studies indicate that using additional displaced vertices in the trigger or as a background discriminant in place of such stringent cuts could lead to dramatic improvements in sensitivity, potentially making ATLAS/CMS competitive with LHCb. Related ideas have recently been discussed in Ref. [38] .
